
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

COUNTY OF MECKLENBURG


IN THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE
SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION
08 CVS 16632
SCR-TECH LLC

Plaintiff,

v.

EVONIK ENERGY SERVICES LLC, EVONIK ENERGY SERVICES GMBH, EVONIK STEAG GMBH, HANS-ULRICH HARTENSTEIN, and BRIGITTE HARTENSTEIN,

Defendants.

COURT ORDER


THIS MATTER comes before the Court on various motions, including (1) Defendants’ Joint Motion for Summary Judgment on the Issues of Statute of Limitations, Release, and Lack of Standing, (2) Defendants’ Joint Motion for Summary Judgment on the Non-Existence of Trade Secrets or Confidential Information, and (3) Defendants’ Joint Motion to Stay Discovery Pending Resolution of Defendants’ Joint Motions for Summary Judgment.  The Court, having considered the submissions by and arguments of counsel, hereby ORDERS the following:
(1)	Defendants’ Joint Motion for Summary Judgment on the Issues of Statute of Limitations, Release, and Lack of Standing is DENIED.
(2)	Defendants’ Joint Motion for Summary Judgment on the Non-Existence of Trade Secrets or Confidential Information is HELD IN ABEYANCE pending further development of the factual record.  Specifically, the parties shall have one hundred (100) days from the date of this Order to complete limited discovery on AES Somerset (“AES”).  During this limited discovery period, Plaintiff may take the depositions of Maik Blohm (“Blohm”), Marcel Förster (“Förster”), Hans-Ulrich Hartenstein, and Brigitte Hartenstein (collectively, “the Hartensteins”).  Deposition testimony of these individuals will be limited The Court would like to emphasize that these are general topics.  Plaintiff will have flexibility when asking questions at depositions and when drafting Requests for Production of Documents. to the following topics:
(a)	Documents For purposes of this Order, the term “document” is defined to be synonymous in meaning and equal in scope to the usage of this term in Rule 34(a) of the North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure, including, without limitation, electronic mail and other electronically stored information and computerized data compilations. or communications For purposes of this Order, the term “communication” includes any oral or written statement, any in-person, electronic, or telephonic communication between two or more persons (including, but not limited to, email or text/instant messages), and any analysis, summary, note, comment, or other description of a communication or conversation, regardless of form. relating to:
(i)	The solicitation of AES business by Evonik; For purposes of this Order, Evonik Energy Services LLC, Evonik Energy Services GmbH, and Evonik Steag GmbH will be referred to collectively as “Evonik.”
(ii)	Presentations made or reports provided to AES employees, directors, officers, or agents;
(iii)	Contracts with AES; and
(iv)	Technical data, methods, processes, applications, or instructions, including recipes, used in the performance of AES contracts.
(b)	Documents or communications that demonstrate an independent development of the processes or methods Evonik used to perform the AES contracts.
(c)	Documents or communications relating to the creation of technical processes or methods used in Evonik’s North Carolina facility, including, but not limited to, technical documents supplied by Blohm, Förster, the Hartensteins, or equipment suppliers.
(d)	Documents or communications relating to the development, refinement, and implementation of the technology, methods, and concepts set forth in the 2007 Evonik Publication (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2007/0161509 A1).
(e)	Documents created by or for SCR-Tech LLC in the possession of the Hartensteins. 
(f)	The details and circumstances surrounding the loss or destruction of any previously existing document that would have been discoverable under this Order.
In addition, Plaintiff may serve requests for production of documents that relate to the above-listed topics.  Plaintiff also may serve interrogatories requesting that Defendants identify and describe any and all equipment in Evonik’s North Carolina facility and indicate who decided to purchase each particular item of equipment.
The parties may file a supplemental brief within thirty (30) days of the completion of the limited discovery period.  Supplemental briefs shall not exceed 7,500 words.  The Court will schedule oral arguments on the supplemental briefs at a later date.
(3)	Defendants’ Joint Motion to Stay Discovery Pending Resolution of Defendants’ Join Motions for Summary Judgment is GRANTED except to the extent the parties seek discovery of documents, communications, and information authorized by this Order.
IT IS SO ORDERED, this the 12th day of July, 2010.



						/s/   Ben F. Tennille________________
						The Honorable Ben F. Tennille
						Chief Special Superior Court Judge
						    for Complex Business Cases










